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invention relates generally to a thermal transfer sheet, more specifically, a thermal transfer sheet
that can be used in color development processes for forming images on image-receiving materials,

particularly ink jet printing processes or electrophotographic printing processes. Ink jet printers have
been used widely because of their quietness, low costs and high print quality. In ink jet printers,

water-based ink compositions or oil-based ink compositions are generally employed. Since the water-
based ink compositions need an aqueous solvent, a printing process involving the use of such

compositions is disadvantageous in that the printing process requires drying of an image on an
image-receiving material. Further, in the case of the oil-based ink compositions, images of poor
water resistance are formed on image-receiving materials. For these reasons, a large number of
thermal transfer systems employing, e.g., heat-sublimable dyes have been proposed in the art.

Known inks for the thermal transfer systems are limited to dyes as coloring materials, and cannot be
used as coloring materials for the ink jet printing processes. On the other hand, electrophotographic

image-receiving materials are generally employed in electrophotographic printing processes.
Electrophotographic image-receiving materials are required to have high printability, durability and
good image fastness. The electrophotographic image-receiving materials are desired to have high

resolution and excellent color separation properties. In order to solve these problems, the inventors
have disclosed a thermal transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet, an intermediate layer

provided on the substrate sheet and containing a dye transfer agent which can be transferred to an
image-receiving material by applying heat, and a surface layer having thermal releasability provided
on the intermediate layer (Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 14946/1988). The thermal transfer sheet

of this type are advantageous over conventional thermal transfer sheets in that they provide images
having excellent color density and sharpness, and also have excellent durability. However, it has
been found that the dye transfer images formed on the image-receiving materials by the thermal

transfer system described above tend
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Download the latest version of the game and everything included. Need for Speed Rivals multiplayer.
Get Need for Speed Rivals free. Download Need for Speed Rivals. Want to play Need for Speed Rivals

on your PC? Download the Games app from the Google Play Store and enter the giveaway below!.
Includes 9 new cars and a gameplay re-release of the critically acclaimed Need for Speed Carbon. 2
January 2019... x86 on Windows 10 compatible). Need for Speed Rivals Crack is the most popular
game in Need for Speed series. Players can enjoy playing it The game that started a racing series,

Need for Speed game series is known as racing of all kinds. Usually, the genre is racing games.
Based on a system system in which players are in the position of the car or vehicle. Racing games
are also known as car games, car. Find the best application to play this game. You can get it from

the download link at the bottom of this page. Just check it out. Hints & Tips:. Need for Speed Rivals v
1. The latest version of the game will be served over the internet at no charge. Get Ready, The

Fastest Car Racing Game! Need for Speed Rivals. What's New:. Road Trip and Track Time: Weâ€™ve
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for Teens As a teenager, your love of cool cat activities will serve you well in the future. Whether it is
a new career or just an ongoing hobby, there are several cool cat activities that will help you pursue

your goals in life. Here are the best blogs for cool cat activities for teens: 1. HOW TO BE A LOCAL.
This blog is about living in your town in a cool way. It includes valuable tips for making the most of

your hometown. 2. SELF LOVE. This blog provides tips for self love
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